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SUBJECT: Des Moines Recreational River and Greenbelt Project,
Multi-Purpose Trail, Red Rock, Segment 1 - Feature Design
Memorandum #3 with Environmental Assessment

1. The Feature Design Memorandum for the Des Moines Recreational
River and Greenbelt, Multi-Purpose Trail, Red Rock, is forwarded
(12 copies) for your review and approval. Also included with the
report are copies of the latest PB 2A and a project fact sheet.

2. The Rock Island District is scheduled to award a construction
contract for the project in September 1989. This will obligate a
large portion of the remaining FY 69 funds for the Des Moines
Recreational River, and Greenbelt project. In order to do this,
the report must be approved on or before 7 July 1989. In
addition, authorization to distribute the Environmental
Assessment should be received by 7 June 1989 to allow time for
the required 30-day public review.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

3 Encls Y LOSS, P.E.
1. Feature Design Memorandu Acting Chief .i

(12 cys) Engineering Division ......

2. PB 2A ,
3. Project Fact Sheet
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FEATURE DESIGN MEMORANDUM NO. 3
DES MOINES RECREATIONAL RIVER AND GREENBELT

MULTI-PURPOSE TRAIL
RED ROCK - SEGMENT 1

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Project Authority

The Des Moines Recreational River and Greenbelt (hereinafter referred to
as the Greenbelt) was funded and authorized by Public Law 99-88 as approved on
August 15, 1985. The project is for the development, operation, and
maintenance of a recreational and greenbelt area on, and along, the Des Moines
River from U.S. Highway 20 in Fort Dodge, Iowa, downstream to relocated U.S.
Highway 92 in the vicinity of the Red Rock Dam.

B. Purpose and Scone

The purpose of this report is to establish the project requirements and
to evaluate the project on the basis of engineering, economic, and
environmental viability. The report includes a project description,
engineering consideration, economic analysis, and env.roniental assessment.

C. General Design Memorandum

The General Design Memorandum (GDM) for Greenbelt covers the
administration, comprehensive plan, plan for initial development and
coordination of the project, and discusses the conditions for federal
participation. The comprehensive plan addresses the entire greenbelt. The
Multi-Purpose Trail Red Rock, Segment 1 project is one of the projects
included in the comprehensive plan.

D. Advisory Committee

An advisory committee was established in accordance with The Conference
Report on H.R. 2577, dated July 29, 1985. This committee is composed of local
officials from the cities, counties, and state government in the greenbelt
project area as well as from the Corps of Engineers. At the 4 September 1987
meeting, the advisory committee recommended 9 separable projects, including
the Multi-Purpose Trail Red Rock, Segment 1 project, to the Corps of Engineers
for construction.

E. Principles and Guidelines

Principles and Guidelines activities were accomplished by a combination
of activities documented in the September 1987 General Design Memorandum (GDM)
and Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS), in the workings of the
Advisory Committee, and in this report. A number of alternatives for the
overall project were address in the PEIS and the plans were formulated in the
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GDM for each separable element in coordination with the local sponsors and the
Advisory Committee. Extensive public involvement activities and public
meetings have been conducted on a continuing basis under the guidance of the
Advisory Committee.

F. Local Sp~onsor:

G. Other Reports

FDM #1 Bennington Bridge Access - May 1986
FDM #2 Jester Park Campground Improvements - August 1989
Red Rock Master Plan - December 1976

II. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

A. Proiect Location and Description

1. Location: The project is located in the tailwater area of Lake
Red Rock in Marion County, Iowa.

2. Description: The proposed trail involves construction of 1325
feet of an 8 foot wide surfaced bike trail, two dikes extending from the banks
of the Des Moines River, and a 3 span 321 foot steel truss trail bridge over
the Des Moines River. This project will connect the two existing trails that
serve the popular Lake Red Rock tailwater recreation areas. Additional
segments of the trail will be designed along the north shore of Lake Red Rock.
The first portion of this trail is shown on Plate 6 and its economics are
discussed in Appendix D. Future Feature Design Memorandums will address the
engineering and environmental aspects of those segments not included in this
report.

B. Design and Construction Considerations

1. General Consideration: The proposed location was chosen to
minimize the length of the bridge needed to cross the Des Moines River.
Alternative locations were considered but rejected as more expensive or
functionally undesirable. Various configurations of bridge lengths and types
of bridges were investigated. The 3 span steel truss bridge produced an
economical design that best met the operational and aesthetic considerations.

2. Hydrology & Hydraulics: Water surface profiles were developed
at the selected bridge site. Using these profiles and checking them against
the State of Iowa criteria for bridges, the selected plan using 2 pier and 3
ea 107' bridges meets the state requirements. Due to the potential for scour
riprap protection is required on the embankments and piers will be founded on
bedrock. A detailed analysis is found in Appendix A.

3. Geotechnical: The bedrock is suitable founding the piers and
* abutmentson. The embankments are to be constructed of compacted sand and

gravel obtained from the adjacent streambed. A stability analysis indicates
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* that the minimum factor of safety of these embankments can bemet
with 2H on lV side slopes. A 6" bedding layer under the 18"
riprap will act as a filter to prevent loss of the embankment
material. A detail analysis is found in Appendix B.

4. Structural: A design analysis was made for the two
center bridge piers. The piers will be founded on bedrock due to
the potential of scouring of the riverbed. The pier design is
shown on Plate 4 and the design analysis in Appendix C. The
truss bridge of this type is available from several manufactures.
The performance criteria that will be given to the bridge
suppliers is given on Plate 4.

C. Real Estate Requirements: Segment 1 is located entirely
on Federal land, therefore no land acquisition is required.
There are no utility easements that cross this segment of trail.

D. Operations and Maintenance Consideration:

1. Operation: Operation would include activities for
the enforcement of the applicable load limits, vehicle
restrictions and closure devices required to maintain the safe
operation of this facility.

2. Maintenance: The proposed features have been
designed to ensure low annual maintenance requirements. The
principle maintenance activities would include applicable bridge
and substructure inspections, bridge and substructure repairs,
shoulder and pavement repairs, pavement markings, traffic control
sign replacements and mowing adjacent grassed areas as required.
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0 E. Cost Estimate:

TABLE 1

Cost Estimate. May 1989 Price Levels

Unit
Description Quantity Unit Cost (S) Cost ($)

Construct Riprap Causeway 1 Job Sum 34,727.25
Construct 2 Reinforced

Concrete Bridge Abutments 1 Job Sum 11,397.15
Construct 2 Reinforced

Concrete Bridge Piers 1 Job Sum 105,974.55
Construct 321' Long Bridge
Preengineered Steel

Truss Bridges 1 Job Sum 138,672.00
Bridge Erection 1 Job Sum 11,661.25

Construct 2 Dikes
(1V on 2H slopes) 1 Job Sum 179,234.15

Construct Bicycle Path 1 Job Sum 15,274.50
Seeding 329.50
Mob/Demob 1 Job Sum 4,000.00

Subtotal 501,270.35
Contingencies 50.129.65

Total Estimated Construction Cost 551,400.00
Engineering & Design 96,000.00

Supervision & Administration 32.600.00

Total Project Cost 680,000.00
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F. Economic Analysis: An analysis of the economic benefits was made
for the portion of trail extending from the tailwater area to the Wallashuck
Recreation Area. This is the first section of trail outlined in the Red Rock
Master Plan. The trail will connect the tailwater area up with the Visitor
Center, the North Overlook Recreation Area, and the Wallashuck Recreation
Area. The trail will also allow for the cities of Pella and Knoxville to
construct a proposed trail between their cities. The benefit to cost ratio
was computed as 1.13 to 1. A more detailed analysis is presented in Appendix
D.

G. Environmental Assessment

Purpose and Alternatives - The purpose of this environmental assessment is to
address the effects of construction of the bridge and trail segments as
described in Section II of this report. Alternatives to the selected design
include the no Federal action alternative, and construction in other
locations.

The selected design will be constructed within previously developed or
disturbed areas and will minimize trail and bridge lengths required for the
project. With no Federal action, no project impacts would occur; however, no
long-term benefits to recreation would be expected. Preliminary review of
alternative construction locations indicated that these alignments would
involve lengthening the bridge span or trail tie-ins, and that such
construction would involve tree clearing or other physical alterations in less
developed areas. This would result in greater impact to natural resources and
would be less economically feasible.

Major Findings and Conclusions - The project is expected to be beneficial to
recreation resources with no significant impacts to natural, cultural,
economic or social resources. For this reason, an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) will not be prepared for this action. Because the proposed
action is subject to the provisions of the Clean Water Act, a 404 (b)(1)
Evaluation has been prepared for the project (see Appendix E). Section 401
certification has been requested from the Iowa Department of Natural Resources
in a letter dated 30 May 1989. A copy of this letter is included in Appendix
F.

Relationship to Environmental Requirements - The project will comply with
Federal environmental laws, Executive orders and policies, and State and local
policies including the Clean Air Act, as amended; the Clean Water Act, as
amended; the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended; the Federal Water
Project Recreation Act; the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958, as
amended; the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1966, as amended; the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended; and the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.

The project is located on Federally owned land and will not result in the
conversion of farmland to other uses. This segment of the Des Moines River is
not a Federally recognized wild or scenic river. The project will not result
in any significant change in floodplain storage, and no loss of wetlands will
occur from project construction or operation. Therefore, this action will not
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conflict with the provisions of the Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981,
Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, Executive Order 11990,
Protection of Wetlands, or the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968.

Af'ected Environment - The site of proposed bridge construction is located on
the main channel of the Des Moines River approximately 2,350 feet downstream
of Red Rock Dam (see plate 1). The trail segment is located on an island
approximately 13.8 acres in size, and a man-made causeway which connects the
west side of the island to the main shoreline. This island was created during
construction of the dam by the cutting of a straight outflow channel through a
meander of the river. The newer channel borders the eastern side of the
island and the original channel, now a slough, borders the island on its
remaining sides. A number of intensively developed recreation areas surround
the island on both sides of the river. These areas are used for camping,
picnicking and fishing.

Vegetation on the island is primarily mature floodplain forest comprised of
species such as silver maple (Acer saccharinum), cottonwood (Populus
deltoides), willow (Salix sp.), box elder (Acer negundo), and mulberry (Morus
sp.). A strip of open, grassy land averaging 120 feet in width bisects the
island from the causeway to the eastern shore.

Wildlife species found in the area include small mammals such as mice, shrews,
voles, squirrels, rabbits, opossums, raccoons, and skunks. The combination of
wooded island and adjacent slough provides habitat for reptiles and
amphibians. The mature forest also provides habitat for the northern flicker
and other woodpecker species, as well as nesting cavities for owls. The bald
eagle is a winter resident and uses large trees on the shoreline of the island
as perches. Other birds that utilize shoreline perches include the belted
kingfisher and turkey vulture. Wading birds such as great blue herons utilize
the slough as a feeding station.

This section of the Des Moines River is a popular fishing spot due to the
tendency of migrating fish to concentrate in the tailwaters of the Red Rock
Dam. Important game species included walleye, northern pike, crappie, white
bass, and channel and flathead catfish.

Environmental Effects - Construction of the bridge will result in the removal
of sand and gravel from the river bottom adjacent to the project site, its
subsequent replacement in the channel as temporary dikes during construction,
and later as jetties supporting the completed bridge. Construction of the
trail segment may result in the loss of some herbaceous or sapling-sized woody
vegetation. The trail will be aligned to follow existing foot trails and
disturbed rights-of-way of previous construction. For this reason, no
significant impacts are anticipated.

The long-term effect of the project is expected to be beneficial to man-made
resources in the area with no adverse effect on natural resources. Some
benefits to existing recreational resources would be expected from improving
access between recreation areas on both sides of the river.
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Wildlife species which may currently utilize the project area will not be
sig..ficantly affected by the action. The placement of riprap below the
normal water level and excavation at the toe of each jetty to extend
riprapping down to bedrock is expected to benefit aquatic resources by
increasing substrate diversity.

There are two federally listed threatened and endangered species listed for
Marion County. These are the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and the
Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis). Bald eagles utilize large trees along the
shoreline of the island as resting and feeding perches during winter months.
No such trees would need to be removed for construction of the bridge and
trail segment. Construction will take place during spring to late fall months
as weather and water conditions permit, when eagles are not present in the
area. Use of the island, trail and bridge is not expected to disrupt eagle
feeding habits. if necessary, access to the bridge and island will be
restricted at times when eagles are present. For these reasons, no
signifiicant impacts to the bald eagle are anticipated at this time.

The Indiana bat uses large trees with cavities or loose bark as summer roosts,
and uses caves as winter hibernacula. Because these habitats are not present
in the immediate project area, no impacts to the Indiana bat are expected.

Minor, temporary impacts to noise levels and air quality due to construction
activity may occur as a result of construction and transportation of
materials. This may have temporary adverse effects on users of nearby
recreational sites. No long-term significant impacts are anticipated and no
air quality standards should be violated.

Minor temporary increases in turbidity and levels of suspended sediments would
occur during construction activity. No long-term adverse effects to water
quality are anticipated. A Section 404(b)(1) Evaluation has been prepared to
address the discharge of 12,600 cubic yards of dredged material and 3,000
cubic yards of riprap into the Des Moines River %see Appendix E and plate 1).
Section 401 certification has been requested from the State of Iowa by letter
dated 30 May 1989, and will be obtained prior to construction.

District staff archaeologists conducted a reconnaissance survey of the island
shoreline and trail alignment in October 1986 and found no cultural remains or
evidence of features. Corps staff also performed cultural resource surveys in
1978 for the Howell Station campground and tailwater bank stabilization on the
shoreline opposite the island. For these reasons, it was determined that the
project will have no effect on cultural resources.

Construction of the bridge and trail segment is expected to have little effect
on aesthetic values. No displacement of people or farms will occur and no
change in community cohesion is anticipated. No significant impacts to
community and regional growth, property values and tax revenues, employment
and labor force, or business and industrial development are expected to result
from this action. No significant impacts to life, health and safety are
anticipated; however, because the completed project is likely to attract
increased fishing activity, use of the bridge by fishermen may need to be
restricted to avoid conflicts with other trail users.
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The project is expected to benefit public recreational facilities and services
by increasing the amount of multi-purpose trail available to recreation users,
and by providing improved access between developed recreation areas.
Alternative locations for the bridge and trail segment would be anticipated to
have impacts similar to or greater than the preferred alternative.

Coordination - Coordination has been maintained throughout the planning and
design process with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, and the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). Copies of coordination letters and
telephone conversation records are contained in Appendix F. Development of
multi-purpose trails at Lake Red Rock was proposed and coordinated in the
Resource Master Plan, Design Memorandum No. 24b for Red Rock Dam and Lake Red
Rock (December 1976).

Trail development and bank stabilization on the island below the dam was
documented and coordinated in an Environmental Assessment prepared by the
District in April 1987. The Greenbelt Multi-Purpose Trail project was
documented and coordinated in the programmatic EIS for the Greenbelt General
Design Memorandum, dated September 1987. This action was not selected for
review by the State of Iowa under Executive Order 12372, State Single Point of
Contact; therefore, the project is being coordinated with the Governor's
Representative for Civil Works, which is the Department of Natural Resources.

III. PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

A. Schedule for Design and Construction: The project is scheduled to
be designed and construction initiated in FY 1989. Construction should be
completed in FY 1991.

A. Imvleventation Resionsibilities: The Corps is responsible for
design, construction, and operation and maintenance of this project.

C. Coordination Meetings: Close coordination has been maintained
between planning, engineering, and operation personnel within the Rock Island
District. Government officials from the State of Iowa, Marion County, City of
Pella and the City of Knoxville have been kept informed of the projects status
through the Greenbelt Advisory Committee meetings and news letters. There is
strong local support for the project.

0
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IV. FTICN

I recammnd the castruction of the Multi-Purpose Trail, Red Rock
Segment 1, under the authority of the Des Moines Recreational Greenbelt,
IA, at a cost of $680,000.

eil A rt

Colonel, u.s. Army
District Engineer
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FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

DES MOINES RECREATIONAL RIVER AND GREENBELT
FEATURE DESIGN MEMORANDUM NO. 3

MULTI-PURPOSE TRAIL
RED ROCK - SEGMENT 1
POLK COUNTY, IOWA

I have reviewed the information provided by this Environmental Assessment,
along with data obtained from cooperating Federal, State and local agencies
and from the interested public. Based on this review, I find that
construction of the proposed campground improvements will not significantly
affect the quality of the environment. Therefore, it is my determination that
an Environmental Impact Statement is not required. This determination will be
reevaluated if warranted by later developments.

Alternatives considered along with the preferred action was:

- No Federal Action.

. Other site locations.

Factors considered in making a determination that an Environmental Impact
Statement was not required are as follows:

a. The action is expected to enhance low-density recreational use on
land zoned for that purpose.

b. Initial loss of and disturbance to aquatic habitat during
construction will be offset by increased habitat diversity following project
completion.

c. No significant social, economic, environmental or cultural impacts
are anticipated as a result of this action.

Neil A. Smart
Date Colonel, Corps of Engineers

District Engineer
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I. Purpose -

The purpose of this appendix is to present the hydraulic
analysis of the proposed bridge installation below Red Rock
Dam. Hydraulic concerns include possible backwater effects
and velocity increases.

II. Alternatives -
Six cases were analyzed. Case No. 1 consists of a channel
with no bridge installed (Plate A-l). Case No. 2 consists
of a bridge with four piers, spaced 100 feet apart (Plate
A-2). Case No. 3 consists of a bridge with three piers,
spaced 100 feet apart, and hard points extending into the
channel 50 feet on each side (Plate A-3). Case No. 4
consists of a bridge with three piers, spaced 80 feet
apart, and hard points extending into the channel 90 feet
on each side (Plate A-4). Case No. 5 consists of a bridge
with two piers, spaced 100 feet apart, and hard points
extending into the channel 100 feet on each side (Plate
A-5). Case No. 6 consists of a bridge with two piers,
spaced 107 feet apart, and hard points extending into the
channel 90 feet on each side (Plate A-6). The piers were
2.5 feet wide.

III. Hydrology -
The hydrology used for this analysis was the latest flow
frequency values for flow exiting Red Rock Dam. The
50-year flow was 41000 cfs and the 100-year flow was
46500 cfs.

State of Iowa Flood Criteria -
Backwater criteria for the State of Iowa allows 0.75 feet
of backwater for the 50-year or less flood, 1.5 feet of
backwater for the 100-year flood in rural areas, and 1.0
feet of backwater for the 100-year flood in urban areas.
Freeboard criteria consists of a minimum of 3 feet of
clearance between the 50-year flood elevation and the
bridge low steel. The location wher the bridge is to be
constructed in considered to be a rural area.

Iv. Hydraulics -
The determination of whether or not the various bridge configuration
meet the above State of Iowa criteria was made using the HEC-2
computer program. Input into the model consists of flows, cross-
sectional geometry, starting water surface elevations, and energy loss
coefficients. Flows were obtained from the Red Rock Dam flow-
frequency curve. Cross-sectional data were obtained from Corps of
Engineer surveys. The rating curve at the gage 1800 feet downstream
v s used to determine starting water surface elevations. Energy loss
coefficients used were an n-value of 0.035, contraction coefficients
of 0.1 for the channel and 0.3 for the bridge, and expansion
coefficients of 0.3 for the channel and 0.5 for the bridge.
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Water surface profiles for each of the alternatives for the 50 and
100-year floods are shown on Plates A-7 through
A-12, respectively. Water surface elevations and bridge velocities
are shown in tabular form below in Table A-i.

Table A-1
Flood Elevations and Velocities at Bridge Site

Flood Elevation Velocity (fps)
Case 5 100-yr 50-yr 100-yr

No Bridge 702.12 703.52 4.89 5.12
4 Piers

100' Spacing 702.13 703.53 4.98 5.22
3 Piers

100' Spacing 702.38 703.81 6.50 6.80
3 Piers

80' Spacing 702.84 704.30 8.64 9.00
* 2 Piers

100' Spacing 703.02 704.49 9.35 9.76
2 Piers

107' Spacing 702.83 704.29 8.59 8.97

* Does not meet State of Iowa Bridge Criteria.

Velocity and backwater effects versus channel openings are plotted and
shown on Plate 13. A normal flow elevation was also determined. The
50% duration flow (or normal flow) was determined from a duration
analysis of flows exiting Red Rock Dam to be 2000 cfs. This flow was
input into the HEC-2 computer model to determine a corresponding
elevation of 687.6.

V. Scour-
Effects of possible scour upon flood elevations and velocities were
also analyzed. Constricting the flow by extending dikes into the
stream would cause an increase in flow velocities and a subsequent
possibility of significant scour. If scour beneath the bridge did
occur, flow velocities would decrease due to the increased waterway
opening beneath the bridge. The increased waterway opening would also
decrease the amount of backwater caused by the bridge/dike
construction. The effects of this scour upon flow elevations and
velocities were analyzed using Chapter VII of "Hydraulics of Bridge
Waterways", a publication of the Federal Highway Administration.
Maximum scour was estimated to reach down to the bedrock, which is
possible for the 100-year flood. Table A-2 shows the before scour and
after scour velocities and elevations for each of the alternatives for
the 100-year flood.
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Table A-2

Before Scour and After Scour Flood Elevations and Velocities

Velocity (fps) Elevation
Case Before After Before After

No Bridge 5.12 5.12 703.52 703.52

4 Piers,
100' spacing 5.21 5.21 703.53 703.53

3 Piers,
100' spacing 6.79 5.12 703.84 703.64

3 Piers,
80' spacing 9.01 6.43 704.30 703.96

2 Piers,
100' spacing 9.77 6.99 704.49 704.07

2 Piers,
107' spacing 8.97 6.41 704.29 703.96

Velocity and backwater effects versus channel opening are plotted for
before scour and after scour conditions and are shown on Plate A-14.
A possible consequence of scour is the undermining of bridge piers.

VI. Two-Dimensional Flow Modeling -
As mentioned previously, constricting the flow by dikes causes an
increase in flow velocities through the constricted section. To
illustrate the impact of dike constriction upon velocity distribution
a RMA-2V two-dimensional flow model was developed. This computer
model predicts flow velocity magnitudes and directions for a certain
flow. The results of this model are shown on Plates A-15 and A-16.
Plate A-15 shows the velocity vectors for the 100-year flow and a no
bridge condition. Plate A-16 shows the velocity vectors for the 100-
year flow and 90 foot dikes extended into the stream on each side. As
seen from these plots, flow velocities do increase in the constrictive
area while stagnant water exists in the area on the downstream side of
the dikes.

VII. &jrp -

Riprap will be required on the bridge abutment dikes. Riprap should
extend around the dike to the downstream side of the dike for a
distance of approximately 20 feet. Eighteen inches of riprap with
bedding layer is required. The appropriate riprap gradation is shown
below:

3



Limits of Stone Weight (Ibs)
Lighter by Weight R Lower

100 292 117
50 86 58
15 43 18

VIII. Conclusion -
The selected plan using 2 piers with 107' bridge sections meets the
State of Iowa criteria for construction of bridges. Due to the
relatively high velocities expected, riprap will be required. This
riprap should extend to bedrock to minimize the possibility of
undercutting from scouring of the river bottom. The piers should also
be tied into bedrock to ensure their integrity.
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FEATURE DESIGN MEMORANDUM #3
WITH ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

DES MOINES RECREATIONAL RIVER AND GREENBELT
MULTI-PURPOSE TRAIL
RED ROCK, SEGMENT 1

Geotechnical Appendix

I. GEOLOGY OF THE AREA
The bedrock in this portion of Iowa consist of consolidated sedimentary
rocks of Pennsylvanian and Mississippian age. The uppermost
Pennsylvanian strata are composed mainly of shale and interbedded thin
layers of sandstone, limestone, and coal. These rocks underlie the
uplands and form outcrops along the walls of the Des Moines River Valley
and in the reservoir slopes. Just beneath these Pennsylvanian strata
are sandstones, limestones, and occasional gypsum beds of Mississippian
age. These rocks do not outcrop at the dam site but form the floor of
the Des Moines Valley.

The bedrock surface under the uplands and gently sloping valley sides is
mantled by glacial drift that ranges in thickness from a few feet to
about 100 feet. This material, which is principally a sandy, pebbly
clay containing localized sand lenses, is overlain by loess deposits of
variable thickness.

The Des Moines Valley, which was carved through the glacial drift and
the Pennsylvanian bedrock into rocks of Mississippian age, is partially
filled with glacial outwash and alluvium. The thickness of these
materials varies considerably because they were deposited on an uneven
bedrock floor, which has a relief of about 25 feet. Although the valley
is heterogeneous in composition and texture, it can be categorized by
two principal textural types. An upper layer of clay, silt, and fine
sand, ranging in thickness from a few feet to about 15 feet underlies
most of the present valley floor. Beneath this fine-textured material
is an uneven blanket of outwash sand and gravel that ranges in thickness
from a few feet to about 30 feet. The present pilot channel and the
former channel of the Des Moines River are both cut into the sand and
gravel deposits.

The bedrock floor of the Des Moines River at the proposed bike path
bridge consists of alternate beds of sandstones and limestones with some
shales. A boring by boring analysis is considered most appropriate for
this work since bridge piers are being considered in the construction.

II. SUBSURFACE EXPLORATIONS
Six (6) borings designated as RB-89-1 through RB-89-6 were taken to
determine the various soil profile components, the engineering
characteristics of the foundation materials and to provide criteria for
foundation design. Four (4) borings RB-89-2 through RB-89-5 were taken
in the channel and drilled to depths ranging from 28 feet to 30 feet

1



below the water surface. Two (2) borings RB-89-1 and RB-89-6 were taken
on top of channel banks and drilled to depths ranging from 45 feet to 50
feet below the existing ground surface. Boring locations are shown on
plate 1 of the main report.

Work was performed by contract assignment and was supervised by a Corps
of Engineers geologist. A Central Mine Equipment (CME-850) ATV drill
rig was used and the bore holes were advanced with a 3-1/4-inch hollow-
stem auger or NX casing and a 2-7/8-inch rock bit. Samples were
collected from the unconsolidated material with a 2-inch split spoon
sampler using standard penetration techniques.

The types of foundation materials encountered have been visually
classified and are described in detail on the boring logs as shown on
plate 5 of the main report. The standard penetration tests "N" values,
water level observation, moisture contents, and other laboratory and
field tests are presented on the boring logs.

III. BRIDGE ABUTMENTS
The proposed bridge abutments, as shown on plate 1 of the main report,
is approximately 25 feet high. The crown of the embankment will be
twelve (12) feet wide for ease of the construction and to accommodate
the bike path trail. The abutment will be constructed one (1) vertical
on two (2) horizontal side slopes from station 0+00 to 1+10 and 4+30 to
5+27. The abutments will be built with the sand (SP) excavated from the
river. The typical cross sections of the proposed abutments are shown
on plate 3 of the main report.

The bridge abutment slopes will be protected against velocity and
current action by an eighteen (18) thick bed of riprap with the
following gradation. The design of the riprap is given in Appendix A,
Hydrology and Hydraulics.

18-INCH RIPRAP
PERCENT LIGHTER BY WEIGHT LIMITS OF STONE WEIGHT (LBS)

100 292 117
50 86 58
15 43 18

This riprap will be placed on the 6-inch thickness bedding layer of the
following gradation:

U.S. STANDARD SIEVE SIZE PERCENT PASSING
(BY WEIGHT)

1-1/2 85-100
3/4 40-85
3/8 15-45

No. 4 0-20
No. 8 0-5

2



The material classified as SP with less than five (5) percent by weight
passing a U.S. Standard Sieve No. 200 will be used to construct the
abutments. Maximum fill density of the sand will be controlled by
placement and shaping of the material while still saturated. Vibration
and tracking by bull dozers will achieve maximum 75 percent relative
density.

IV. FOUNDATION FOR ABUTMENTS
The entire foundation beneath the proposed abutment will be cleared and
stripped to remove unsuitable materials.

An extensive field investigation was made to ascertain the proposed
abutment foundation conditions. According to borings (RB-89-2 through
RB-89-5), the foundation material consists of alluvial sand deposits.
The top stratum varies in thickness from 8 to 10 feet, and consists of
alluvial sands. According to borings RB-89-1 and RB-89-6, which were
taken on the top of channel banks, top stratum consists of brown lean
clay (CL) and varies in thickness from 7 to 8 feet. The moisture
content ranges from 16 to 37 percent. This material is underlain by the
alluvial sand. Standard penetration test for alluvial sand zone ranged
from 6 to 15 and indicated a loose to medium relative density. Detailed
description of the encountered materials are shown on boring logs, plate
5 of the main report. Gradation tests of sands reveal the effective
grain size (D10) of pervious soils to range from .17 mm to .43 mm as
shown on gradation curves, plates B-1 through B-5.

Borings were extended into the bedrock to depths ranging from 14 feet to
18 feet. The top elevations at which bedrock was encountered ranged
from 674.1 to 672.0. The bedrock was NX cored from each hole to
determine the rock top and quality. The bedrock at the bike path bridge
consists of alternate beds of sandstones and limestones with some
shales. Poor to moderately well cemented, soft-gysum was encountered at
the bottom of the hole RB-89-1.

V. FOUNDATION FOR PIERS
Four piers will be built to support the bike path trail. The location
of the piers are shown on plate 2 of the main report. One boring was
taken at each pier location to determine the engineering characteristic
of the foundation materials and to provide criteria for piers foundation
design. The piers foundation will be carried into the hard bedrock.
Therefore, 13 feet to 18 feet of bedrock was extracted to determine the
characteristics and condition of the bedrock. The top elevations at
which the bedrock occurs ranges from 674.1 to 672.0. Detail
description, of the bedrock are shown on boring log, plate 5 of the main
report. The strength data recommended for the piers foundation design
and suggested elevation for footings are presented below. The following
table also presents the description of rock types and rock quality
sandstones and limestones with some shales. Detail descriptions of the
bedrock are shown on boring logs plate 5 of the main report.

0
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RED ROCK DAM DIKE PATB BRIDGE FOOTINGS

RECOMMENDED BEDROCK STRENGTH DATA

AVERAGE

ANGLE AVERAGE UNCON. S=GGESTED

BETWEEN OF SHEAR COMP. POSSIBLE ILEV.

BORING ROCK ELEV.±.5' ROCK INTERNAL STRENGTH STRENGTH FOR FOOTING.±1'

NO. TYPE (MSL) QUALITY FRICTION (PSI) (PSI) (MSL)

(DEG.)

RB-89-1 SANDSTONE 672.0-663.0 POOR 58 1,000 5,200 670.0

- LIMESTONE 664.0-660.0 V.POOR 55 1,100 6,000

RB-89-2 SANDSTONE 673.0-663.0 V.POOR 60 1,300 8,000 670.0

LIMESTONE 663.0-558.0 POOR 56 1,000 6,000

R-89-3 SANDSTONE 673.5-665.5 V.POOR 64 1,100 8,000 672.0

RB-89-4 SANDSTONE 674.0-662.0 POOR $8 1,000 5,200 672.0

RB-89-5 SANDSTONE 672.5-661.0 V.POOR 56 1,000 6,000 671.0

WITH INTERLAYERED L.S.

RB-89-6 SANDSTONE 674.1-659.9 V.POOR 60 1,300 8,000 670.0

Note: Values taken from ASTM STP 964 and Judgement.

Note: Values taken from EML 1110-2-184 and experlence.

VI. SLOPE STABILITY
The slope stability analysis for the end of construction condition
(infinite slope) of a typical cross section of an abutment was based on
general soil data. Slope stability was analyzed in accordance with EM
1110-2-1902, "Engineering Design Stability of Earth and Rock fill Dams,"
dated 1 April 1970.

The maximum height of the compacted pervious abutments are approximately
25 feet. The typical sections are shown on plate 3 of the main report.
The foundation consist of alluvial sand (SP) which is underlain by
bedrock. Detailed description of the foundation materials are shown on
boring logs plate 5 of the main report. The friction angle of the
compacted alluvial sand is estimated to be at least 35 degrees. The
summary of the slope stability analysis and the solution is shown on
plate B-6. The computed minimum safety factor for infinite slope
analysis is 1.4 which exceeds the 1.3 required by EM 1110-2-1902
"Engineering and Design Stability of Earth and Rockfill Dam."
Therefore, no stability problems are expected. A slope stability
analysis for rapid drawn down and steady seepage conditions were not
considered necessary, since the pervious abutments will not be subjected
to sudden draw down and the water will remain at the same elevation on
both sides of the abutments.

4
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* VII. BORROW MATERIAL
The borrow material will be dredged from the river. With the close
proximity of good source materials, it is apparent a dragline-equipped
crane can be used for excavation and placement. Owing to the fact that
the abutments stability can be seriously affected by excavation too
close, a berm will be left in place between the toe of the abutments and
the excavation to ensure abutments stability and to facilitate
construction. The borings indicate the sand (SP) ranges from gravelly
coarse to medium to fine sand, and coarse to fine sand with gravel, with
the majority being gravelly coarse to fine sand. The sand is clean,
less than five (5) percent passing the No. 200 sieve. The effective
grain size (D1 0 ) ranges from 0.17mm to 0.43mm. Borrow material will be
required to be saturated, prior to placement. No compaction or shear
strength difficulties with this material is anticipated.
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RED ROCK TRAILS

BRIDGE ABUTMENT

SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS

INFINITE SLOPE ANALYSIS
TYPICAL SLOPE

END OF CONSTRUCTION

F.S. = Factor of Safety

F.S. = tan 0 (No Seepage)

tan B

iVon 2.0H SLOPE

0 = 35 degrees, tan 0 = 0.70

B = 26.6 degrees (1V on 2H) tan B .5

F.S. .5 = 1.4 > 1.3 OK

.5

PLATE 8-6
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I. Introduction

This analysis examines the economic feasibility of constructing an
additional 2.5 miles of multi-purpose trail to connect existing
recreation facilities at Lake Red Rock in Marion County, Iowa. The
proposed trail would enhance the recreation experience afforded at the
federally owned and managed park complex. In addition, the new segment
of trail would help fulfill current and future demand for trail
facilities.

II. Existing Conditions

The existing trail system consists of two separate short segments of
trail in the tailwater of Lake Red Rock Dam. The trail north of the Des
Moines River is approximately 0.65 miles long and is located along the
river's edge. It provides access to the water for campers at the Howell
Station Campground and to visitors from the North Tailwater day use are.
The trail south of the Des Moines River is approximately 0.35 miles long
and is also located along the river's edge. It provides a scenic trail
along the old channel of the Des Moines River for campers at Ivan's
Campground and to visitors from the South Tailwater day use area. Both
trails are heavily used by fishermen, walkers, campers, sightseers, and
cyclists. The tailwater area is the most intensely used recreation area
at Lake Red Rock.

III. Trail System Improvements

The project calls for the construction of 2.5 miles of new multi-purposp
trail at Lake Red Rock. The proposed segments of trail would connect
four existing recreation areas, enhancing the recreation experience of
those using these facilities. In addition, the bridge would connect
existing trails, increasing the length of trail available to bikers,
hikers, and other recreationist at the park (see Plate 6 of the main
report for a map of the proposed trail).

Construction of the new trail would help fulfill the current and
projected public demand for recreation trails suitablb for hiking,
walking, biking, and cross country skiing. The need for additional
miles of trail is supported by the market analysis of the Des Moines
Recreational River and Greenbelt General Design Memorandum (GDM). The
GDM reported that over 500 additional miles of trail would be required
to fulfill the Greenbelt market area demand through 1995, due to the
high popularity of these forms of recreation. Construction of the
proposed segment of trail offers a unique opportunity to link existing
trails and lengthen the overall trail network with the Lake Red Rock
complex and the Des Moines Recreational River and Greenbelt.

IV. Benefit Computation

The criteria to be used for selecting an appropriate procedure for
evaluating recreation projects is detailed in Figure 2.8.2 of the
Principles and Guidelines, p. 69 (ER 105-2-40). The steps indicated in

1



this decision diagram result in selection of the Unit Day Value Method
for determining the benefits associated with the proposed trail at Lake
Red Rock (see Figure D-l).

Figure D-1
Criteria for Selecting an Appropriate Procedure

for Evaluating Recreation Improvements at Lake Red Rock

Criterion Answer

Is a regional model available? No

If "No", do uses affected involve
specialized recreation activities? No

If "No", do estimated annual visits
affected exceed 750,000? No

If "No", do expected recreation costs
exceed 25 percent of expended total
project costs? Yes

If "Yes", do specific annual Federal
recreation costs exceed $1,600,000 FY89
($1,000,000 FY82) No

If "No", then use Unit Day Values for
Evaluating Recreation Benefits resulting
from the proposed campground improvements

The selection criterion in Figure D-1 allow for consideration of the
size of the recreation benefit created and the nature of the activities
affected. Selection of a specific evaluation procedure is based on
these components as well as the relative importance of any specialized
recreation activity, the advantages of the respective methods, and cost
considerations. Following the Principles and Guidelines decision
criteria and considering the small scale of the proposed project, the
Unit Day Value Method was the preferred evaluation procedure for this
analysis.

The proposed trail improvements would result in an enhanced recreation
experience, increased opportunity for use of a longer multi-purpose
trail, increased trail carrying capacity, improved accessibility to and
between Lake Red Rock recreation amenities and increased opportunity to
view environmental features of the area. These benefits are detailed in
the Principle and Guidelines, Appendix 3 to Section VIII - Unit Day
Value Method. A summary of the Unit Day Value Method Assessment is

is provided in table D-1.

2



Based on October 1988 price levels, the Unit Day Value of a
recreationist using the affected trail segments at Lake Red Rock is
currently $ 2.65. Following completion of the proposed 2.5 miles of
additional connecting trails, this value would increase by 76 cents to
$3.41 per recreationist.

3



tTable D-i

Unit Day Value Assessment for Recreation
Experience on Proposed Multi-Purpose

Trail at Lake Red Rock

Judgement Factor Points

Without With
Criteria Project Project Coments

Recreation Experience 5 10 New trail would provide a more enjoyable
for Multi-Purpose trail recreation experience for bikers end

other trail users, by linking recreation

areas end providing a longer, continuous

trail recreation Okperience.

Availability of 4 5 New trail would provide a unique
Opportunity for experience for recreationists in south
Multi-Purpose Trail central Iowa, based on length of total

trail network, connections to unique
recreation areas, and safety afforded

by trail versus highway biking, walking,

etc.

Carrying Capacity 4 8 Proposed construction would provide 2.5
for Multi-Purpose Trail miles of additional trail, allowing

increased use of existing recreation

amenities and fulfilling a small portion

of latent demands. The new length of
trail may reduce congestion in existing

trails, as well.

Accessibility between 7 12 Nev trail would connect and link several
and to affected existing recreation attractions at the
recreation areas and lake, and would join existing trails
trails 

near the dam. In addition, the new

trail would provide a vital link for
planned trail constructions by Knoxville

and Pella, Iowa.

Environmental Quality 6 7 New trail would afford viewing
of affected recreation of more aesthetic areas, including
areas and trails overview of river from trail bridge.

Total Points 25 43

Point Value $ 2.68 $ 3.44

get increase in value per recrestionist using trail $ 0.76.
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Anticipated Use of New Trail

The Greenbelt General Design Memorandum (GDM) reported that a minimum of
500 additional miles of multi-purpose trail within the Greenbelt
boundaries would be required to fulfill demand through 1995. Based on
the GDM market analysis, it was assumed that the proposed 2.5 mile
segment of trail at Lake Red Rock would be fully utilized during the
peak summer months of the recreation season. Using the design criteria
detailed in the GDM and assuming only bikers and hikers/walkers would
use the trail, a total of 3,388 recreationists could use the trail on a
peak day without overcrowding.

Survey data for Rock Island District managed recreation areas indicate
that 80 percent of all recreation takes place on weekends. Following
the methodology in the GDM, the peak daily recreation use of the
proposed trail segments was converted to peak monthly use (see
computation below):

peak daily recreation peaks monthly

3,388 use of proposed - 40Z occurring X 4.29 veeks - 36,337 use of

trail on one veekend per proposed

day month trail (July)

Peak monthly use was converted to estimated annual new trail use by
applying monthly recreation attendance trends at the Lake Red Rock
complex. As indicated by the resulting anticipated monthly recreation
days, use of the new trail would be greatest during the summer months
(see figure D-2). Based on this data, the annual recreation days of use
of the proposed 2.5 miles of new trail would total approximately
190,200. This figure represents a conservative estimate of annual use,
as it assumes no overcrowding of facilities.

Average Annual Benefit

Assuming no change in annual visitation or use of the new trail, 190,200
visitors would benefit from the improvements to the affected trail
system for the life of the project (50 years). Therefore, the average
annual benefits for the park improvements would amount to $ 144,600
(190,200 x $ 0.76 - $ 144,600).
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* V. Average Annual Cost

Construction, operation and maintenance costs detailed in this report
are in October 1988 price levels. Interest during construction was not
calculated as project benefits accrue as each segments is completed. A
50-year project life was used for the period of analysis. A detailed
cost estimate and average annual costs computed at an 8-7/8 percent
discount rate are shown in tables D-1 and D-2.

VI. Economic Summary
Table D-3 presents a summary economic analysis for the proposed
recreation enhancement project. As indicated, the project is
economically justified, with net annual benefits of $ 17,000 and a
benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.13.
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Table D-2
Summary of Annual Costs

(8-7/8 Percent Discount Rate, October 1988 Price Levels,
50-Year Project Life)

Description Cost in Sl000s Cost in $1000s

Estimated Project Cost * 1,345.0

Annualized First Cost 121.1
Annual Operation & Maintenance 6.5
Total Annual Cost 127.6

* Segment 1 - $680,000

Table D-3
Benefits and Cost Summary

(8-7/8 Percent Discount Rate, October 1988 Price Levels,
50-Year Project Life)

1000o

Annual Benefits - Total 144.6

Cost Estimate - Total 1,345.0

Annual Cost - Total 127.6

Annualized'First Cost (1,491.6 x 0.09003 CRF) (121.1)
Annual Operation & Maintenance ( 6.5)

Net Annual Benefit 17.0

Benefit-to-Cost Ratio 1.13

8
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eVII. Sensitivity Analysis
This assessment measures only those benefits realized by current
recreationist traveling the proposed additional 2.5 miles of connecting
multi-purpose trail. These benefits were based on recreationists
pursuing biking, hiking, walking, and jogging. Additional benefits
would be realized by cross-country skiiers during the winter months.

Other benefits would be realized as well. The new segments trail would
likely result in increased use of affected camping, picnic, and other
recreation amenities. By connecting existing recreation areas, the new
trail results in greatly improved safety conditions for pedestrians and
bikers who previously utilized the busy roadways and highways at Lake
Red Rock to travel from one site to another or from one side of the Lake
to the other. Provisions of a trail connecting the opposite sides of
the lake also reduces the travel distance and inconvenience associated
with going to recreation sites by the existing road and trail system.
These benefits and others were not included in this analysis in order to
simply the calculations; however, with their inclusion, the resulting
project benefits would be even greater.

In addition, the new trail will help the communities of Knoxville and
Pella, Iowa meet their goal of connecting the multi-purpose trail.
Residents of these communities have united to raise funds for their
proposed trail construction. Due to the large public support & monetary
donations, construction of both of these trail segments is anticipated
during the next five years. The proposed new Red Rock trail segments
will greatly reduce the length of trail required by these cities, by
providing an existing north-south system to link to.

9
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FEATURE DESIGN MEMORANDUM NO. 3
WITH ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

FOR
DES MOINES RECREATIONAL RIVER AND GREENBELT

MULTI-PURPOSE TRAIL
RED ROCK - SEGMENT 1
LAKE RED ROCK, IOWA

CLEAN WATER ACT

SECTION 404(b)(1) EVALUATION

1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Location. The proposed site is located approximately 2,350 feet
downstream of Red Rock Dam, about 4 miles southwest of the town of Pella in
Marion County, Iowa.

B. General Description. The proposed bridge construction will involve
dredging of sand and gravel from the river bottom immediately adjacent to the
project site (see plate 1). This material will be shaped into temporary dikes
to allow construction equipment access for placement of bridge piers and
spans. Following completion of these actions, the material will be reshaped
into jetties to support and tie in the ends of the bridge to the existing
riverbanks.

C. Authority and Purpose. The Des Moines Recreational River and Greenbelt
was funded and authorized by Public Law 99-88 as approved on August 15, 1985.
The project is for the development, operation and maintenance of a
recreational and greenbelt area on and along the Des Moines River in Iowa from
U.S. Highway 20 in Fort Dodge, downstream to relocated U.S. Highway 92 in the
vicinity of the Red Rock Dam. Development of mult-purpose trails is one of
the projects included in the comprehensive plan for the Greenbelt.

D. General Description of Dredged and Fill Material. Approximately 12,600
cubic yards of sand and gravel will be dredged from the river for construction
of the temporary dikes and the permanent jetties. In addition, approximately
3,000 cubic yards of riprap will be placed on the jetties to protect against
erosion. This riprap will be composed of boulders or quarried rock.

E. DescriDtion of the Proposed Discharge Site. The placement of fill for
the jetties will be along 80 linear feet of both the left and right descending
banks of the river. Placement of riprap on the jetties will extend up to the
top of bank. Approximately 5300 cubic yards of fill will be placed below the
Ordinary High Water elevation of 695.0. Aquatic habitat at the site is
unvegetated sand and gravel.

F. Description of Disposal Method. The fill material will be dredged from
the channel bottom immediately adjacent to the project ares, and placed at the
construction site by mechanical means. Riprap may extend as far as 100 feet
out from the existing banks into the river on each side.
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. II. FACTUAL DETERMINATIONS

A. Physical Substrate Determinations. The substrate of the Des Moines
River at the project site is generally composed of sand and gravel. The
riverbank under the riprapping contains varying layers of modern alluvium of
mixed sand and silt layers.

B. Water Circulation. Fluctuation. and Salinity Determinations. Water
chemistry, clarity, color, odor, taste, dissolved gas levels, nutrients, and
euthrophication will not be affected by the project. Salinity determinations
are not applicable to the area. Circulation, flow, velocity, stratification
and hydrologic regime will not be significantly affected. Water level
fluctuations are influenced by Red Rock Reservoir which both stores and
releases water in conduction with its flood control purpose. The proposed
project would cause no noticeable change in water level fluctuations. Current
pattern will be slightly altered near the jetty structure.

C. Susvended Particulate/Turbudity Determinations. There will be a minor
temporary increase in suspended particulates and turbidity during
construction. Following project completion, these factors should return to
pre-construction levels.

D. Contaminant Determinations. Construction materials will be chemically
stable and noncontaminating. Construction will take place in a non-
industrial, non-commerical area where the soil is unlikely to be contaminated.
Neither the fill nor its placement will cause relocation or increases of
contaminants in the aquatic system. Certification of the project under
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act has been requested from the Iowa Department
of Natural Resources in a letter dated 30 May 1989 (see Pertinent
Correspondence), and all requirements will be met prior to construction.

E. Aouatic Ecosystem and Organism Determinations. The proposed action
should have no noticeable effect on the aquatic ecosystem. No significant
impacts to benthos, plankton, or neckton are anticipated. Two Federally
listed endangered or threatened species, the bald eagle (Haliaeetus
leucoceohalus), and the Indian bat (Myotis sodalis) are listed for Marion
County. Threatened and endangered species are discussed in the precedirg
Environmental Assessment. It was determined that there would be no
significant impacts to either species. No State-listed threatened or
endangered species are known to occur within the project area, and no impacts
are anticipated.

F. Proposed Disposal Site Determinations. The proposed project may cause
minor, temporary increases in turbidity during construction; however, no
violations to water quality standards should occur. Riprap will be obtained
from an approved quarry site near the project area. The proposed actions will
have no adverse effect on municipal or private water supplies; recreational or
commercial fisheries; or water-related recreation, aesthetics, parks, national
historic monuments, or similar preserves.
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G. Determination of Cumulative Effects on the Aguatic Ecosystem. Impacts
from construction would be temporary. The riprap which would be permanent
would be composed of chemically stable, noncontaminating material. Therefore,
no detrimental cumulative or secondary impacts are expected to occur.
Implementation of the project could increase fisheries habitat through the
placement of riprap.

H. Determination of Secondary Effects on the Aauatic Ecosystem. No adverse
secondary effects are expected. Implementation of the project could increase
fisheries habitat due to the placement of riprap.
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.III. FINDINGS OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE RESTRICTION ON DISCHARGE.

1. No significant adaptations to the guidelines were made relating to this
evaluation.

2. The alternative of No Federal Action was not feasible because it did not
provide access to surrounding recreational areas.

3. Certification under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act has been applied
for from the Iowa Department of Natural Resources. Certification will be
obtained before construction begins.

4. The project would not introduce toxic substances into hereby waters or
result in appreciable increases in existing levels of toxic materials.

5. No significant impacts to Federal or State-listed endangered or
threatened species will result from the project.

6. The project is located in an inland freshwater system. No marine
sanctuaries are involved.

7. No municipal or private water supplies would be affected. Minor impacts
would result from construction. No sensitive or critical habitats would be
affected, and no long-term adverse impacts would occur.

8. Project construction materials will be physically and chemically stable.

9. The proposed actions will not significantly affect water quality or the
aquatic ecosystem and are in compliance with the requirements of guidelines
for Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act, as amended.

Date Neil A. Smart
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District tngineer
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE IP RZFLv ER TO:

ROCK BLAND FEID OFIFE(ES)
1830 Second Avenue. Second Floor COM: 309 /793- 5800

Rock Islmd, Illinois 6U01 FTS : 386 -5800

June 15, 1989

Colonel Neil A. Smart
District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District

Rock Island
Clock Tower Building, P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004

Dear Colonel Smart:

This letter provides our comments on the proposed construction of
trail bridge and paved trail segment below Red Rock Dam, Marion
County, Iowa. We have reviewed the information provided. No
significant impacts to fish and wildlife resources will result
from construction of this project.

To facilitate compliance with Section 7(c) of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended, Federal Agencies are required to
obtain from the Fish and Wildlife Service information concerning
any species, listed or proposed to be listed, which may be
present in the area of a proposed action. Therefore, we are
furnishing you the following list of species which may be present
in the concerned area:

Classif-cation Common Name Scientific Name Habitat

Endangered Bald Eagle Haliaeetus Wintering
leucocephalus

Endangered Indiana Bat Myotis sodalis Caves and
Riparian
Habitat

The trail bridge and paved trail segment will not require any
significant tree clearing. Therefore, the proposed project will
not affect the endangered species provided no construction takes
place from December 1 to March 1. Construction shut-down during
this period will minimize disturbance to bald eagles feeding Jn
the tailwaters in winter.



0
This precludes the need for further action on this project as
req.ired under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973,
as amended. Should this project be modified or new information
indicate endangered species may be affected, consultation should
be initiated.

This letter provides comment under the authority of and in
accordance with provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.); the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended; and the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended.

Anc 

rely,

ichar C. elson

Field Supervisor

cc: Hayes (IADNR)

JM:hw
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State Historical Society of Iowa
0 . . 7 The Historical Division of the Department of Cultural Affairs

June 5, 1989

James H. Blanchar, P.E.
Chief, Operations Division
Rock Island Corps of Engineers
Clock Tower Building
P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, IL 61203-2004

RE: COE - MARION COUNTY - CONSTRUCT TRAIL BRIDGE DOWNSTREAM OF

RED ROCK DAM, SEC. 19 AND 30, T76N-Rl8W

Dear Mr. Blanchar:

Based on the information you provided, we find that there are no
historic properties which might be affected by the proposed
undertaking. Therefore, we recommend project approval.

However, if the proposed project work uncovers an item or items
which might be of archeological, historical or architectural
interest, or if important new archeological, historical or
architectural data come to light in the project area, you should
make reasonable efforts to avoid or minimize harm to the property
until the significance of the discovery can be determined.

Should you have any questions or if the office can be of further
assistance to you, please contact the Review & Compliance program
at 515-281-8743.

Sincerely,

KaySim
Archeologist, Review and Compliance Program
Bureau of Historic Preservation 'PD V

/mtm PD-C _

cc: Dudley M. Hanson, COE PD-E
PD-F
PD-P .

PD-R -

0l 402 Iowa Avenue V Capitol Complex E' Montauk
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 Des Moines, Iowa 50319 Box 372
(319) 335-3916 (513) 281-5111 Clermont, Iowa 52135

(319) 423-1173



CARMACK/dmd/570

May 23, 1989

Planning Division (11-2-240a)

Dr. Lowell Soike
Deputy State Historic
Preservation Officer

Historical Building
East 12th and Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Dear Dr. Soike:

The Rock Island District, Corps of Engineers, is
currently preparing plans to construct a trail bridge
and pave a segment of trail immediately downstream
of the Red Rock Dam in sections 19 and 30, T. 76 N.,
R. 18 W., Marion County, Iowa (see attached map).

This action represents one component of the
Des Moines Recreational River and Greenbelt, Multi-
Purpose Trail project. The Multi-Purpose Trail project
was included in the Greenbelt General Design Memorandum
and programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (GDM/-
EIS), prepared by Rock Island District in September 1987.

The proposed action involves construction of a bridge
across the Des Moines River approximately 2,350 feet
downstream of the Red Rock Dam. The bridge will span the
main river channel between the Howell Station campground
and an island located on the west'side of the channel.
In addition to the bridge construction, an existing foot
trail which bisects the island would be tied into the
bridge and paved to allow non-motorized use (biking,
hiking, etc.). The completed bridge and trail segment
would allow foot and bicycle access between Howell
Station and recreation areas on the opposite side of the
river.

The bridge would be supported by two concrete piers
set into the bedrock of the channel and anchored into
riprapped hard points'oxtending approximately 100 feet
into the channel from each bank. Approximately 12,600
cubic yards of sand and gravel would be dredged from
the channel bottom adjacent to the project area. This
material would be used to construct temporary dikes in
the channel to allow access by construction equipment.
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Following placement of the piers and bridge span, the
temporary dikes would be removed and the material used
to construct the hard point jetties. Riprap stone would
be obtained from a local quarry.

District staff archeologists conducted a reconnais-
sance survey of the island shoreline and trail alignment
in October 1986 and found no cultural artifacts or
evidence of features. By letter dated October 30, 1986,
your office concurred with our determination that trail
development on the island would have no effect on
significant cultural resources. Corps staff also
performed cultural resources surveys in 1978 for the
Howell Station campground and coordinated the results
with your staff.

Based on the nature and location of the proposed
actions, previous disturbances at the project site, and
the results of past cultural surveys, it is our opinion
that the proposed action will have No Effect on signifi-
cant cultural resources. We request your comments on
this action within 30 days.

A Feature Design Memorandum with Environmental
Assessment is being prepared and when completed, will
be provided to your office for review. If you have
any questions, please call Ms. Charlene Carmack or
Mr. Kenneth Barr at 309/788-6361, Ext. 570 or 349, or
you may write to the following address:

District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Rock Island
ATTN: Planning Division
Clock Tower Building - P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
CHARLES R. SMITH

Dudley M. Hanson, P.E.
Chief, Planning Division

Attachment

CF:
Dist File (PD)
PD (Hanson)
PD-E
PD-P

t/'ED-DG



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ROCK ISLAND DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENOINECRS

CLOCK TOWER DUILDING - P.O. OX ,004

ROCK ISLAND. ILLINOIS 81204O2004

TON May 30, 1989

Engineering Division
General Engineering Section

Ralph Turkle, Chief
Water Quality Planning Section
Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Wallace State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Dear Mr. Turkle:

The Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District, is completing
a 'Des Moines Recreational River and Greenbelt" project called
*Multi-Purpose Trail, Red Rock - Segment I." this project will
connect existing federal trails on each side of the Des Moines
River.

The trail in this project is located approximately 1/2 mile
downstream from the Red Rock Dam. The trail includes a 320 foot
long 3 span steel truss bridge with a 10 foot wide deck as well
as 95 foot long dikes extending into the river from each bank.
Approximately 12,600 cubic yards of sand and gravel will be
excavated from the river for construction of the dikes. 7n
addition, approximately 3,000 cubic yards of riprap will oe
placed on the dikes to protect against erosion. This rjirap will
be composed of quarried rock. The connecting trail is 1,100 feet
long and is located primarily on the right bank of the Des Moines
River.

The hydraulic effects of this bridge have been computed.
The results show that the bridge meets Iowa's criteria for a
bridge in a rural area [IAC 12/3/86 Environmental Protection 567-
72.1(1)]. A detail hydraulic analysis will be furnished with the
Environmental Assessment that will be forwarded separately.

The total estimated volume of materials to be placed below
the calculated Ordinary High Water (O.H.W.) elevation of 695 is
5,300 cubic yards.

An Environmental Assessment (EA) will be part of our report.
Aspects requiring processing under Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act are in progress. A copy of this report will be forwarded to

0
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your office for review. We are requesting your expedient review
and issuance of 401 Water Quality Certification for the proposed
project. Attached is an application packet containing the forms
and project information.

If you have any questions regarding the project, please call
Mr. Paul Kowalczyk of my staff at 309/788-6361, extension 210, or
you may write to the following address:

District Engineer
US Army Engineer District, Rock Island
ATTN: Engineering Division (Paul Kowalczyk)
Clock Tower Building, P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004

Sincerely,

ar eLsP.E.
Acting Chief
Engineering Division

Enclosure

0
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